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JFS BEHAVIOUR FOR LEARNING EXPECTATIONS
MISSION STATEMENT
JFS is committed to the development of
thoughtful, respectful, responsible and
caring young citizens who have a strong
sense of identity with
Judaism and Israel.

Expectation 4: Respect property and the
environment
Do not damage, take, or misuse the
property of others or the school. Make sure
classrooms, corridors and playgrounds are
clean, tidy and free from litter.

Expectation 5: Be punctual and attend

potential and, through its curriculum, to

Know where your lessons are and arrive at
every lesson on time, moving purposefully
between classrooms. Aspire to 100%
attendance.

equip students with skills and qualifications

Expectation 6: Look the part

to help them make life and career choices.

Take pride in yourself. Wear your uniform
correctly at all times.

The School aims, through excellence, to
educate its students according to their full

These expectations apply at all times within
school, on the journey to and from school and
when in school uniform.

Expectation 1: Respect each other
Treat everyone with consideration, courtesy
and respect, at all times. Make your best effort
to understand and accept differences and the
individuality of everyone and be supportive to
all students regardless of race, abilities, sexual
orientation and background.

Expectation 2: Listen and Learn
Be prepared to listen and learn. Follow instructions
straight away. Work hard and practise those things
that you find difficult, in order to maximise your
achievement. Complete all your work/ homework
on time and to the highest possible standard. Let
others work and make progress. Regularly check
SIMS Learning Gateway to review your progress,
behaviours, rewards and attendance.

Expectation 3: Take Responsibility for your
Behaviour
Control your own behaviour. Sort out
disagreements without resorting to
physical/verbal aggression. Follow school
rules. Behave sensibly and in a manner that
will not bring the name of the school into
disrepute.

Expectation 7: Be organised
Bring the right equipment to each lesson.
Store your equipment in your personal
locker and ensure that you bring the
following to school:

General Equipment:
Academic Planner
Pens (black or blue)
A green pen for corrections
Pencils
Colouring pencils
Rubber
Ruler
Glue stick
Scissors
Text books and exercise books

Equipment for specific subjects:
Dictionary
Protractor
Compass
Calculator
Reading book
Food Technology containers
PE Kit
USB Sticks
Atlas
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